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INTRODUCTION TO WORKERS' COMPENSATION IN 
MASSACHUSETTS 
The concept of Workers ' Compensation was formally activated in 
Massachusetts in 1912. This system became knovm as the "Poor Man's 
Court" as it replaced the court system as the means of resolving 
contested injured workers ' claims for compensation . 
Few Cb311ges were forthcoming in the next 70 years (between 1912 and 
the mid 80 ' s). In 1985 and 86 provisions were made that opened regional 
offices , created cost of living adjustments , established a "tITlst fund '" to 
pay for claims of workers in the employ of uninsured employers, and 
established a vocational rehabilitation program . 
While these were necessary changes to the workers ' compensation 
system, it was the reform act of 1991 , Chapter 398, that addressed the 
crux of the contemporary problem in Massachusetts . As you will note 
from our past pelformance and in your review of this document, this 
administration turned the system from a cumbersome and expensive effort 
wrought with fraud , into an effective and efficient process that has 
benefited labor and business in the Commonwealth. 
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COMMISSIONER'S 
REMARKS 
From the top 
ix . 
La. I ) ' ar I rep ned s m impr sive ac mpli hm nts and summarized, orne of the r('sults of Ollr 
efforts. Thi y ar I'd like 10 again update tho c r Lllts f r you ' 
'" }-\n stil11ated 200,000 plu work('l's were brought und r W rkef.' ompen. ation 
m uran e overage between 19 3 and I 96 
:I< 
'" 
'" 
'" 
'" 
'" 
'" 
'" 
The Insurance lndu.trv c ntinu _ t repon a declining "A siolled Risk Pool" 
Th r duced av rage time until an injur d work r appeal'. before a judge contl!1ue. 
Dispute Resolution Case backlog ha. been reduced 10 the point of the Ie being 
n backlog for ch duling purp sand ontinu Wilh in th ,e ac plable 
parameters, 
Claims have decrea ed by more than .+20 o. 
The employer' premium rate dropp d by 1020 0 in )99'+ , J 6 50 0 in 199-; and 12 2 
in 1996 (for a total of 9%), the first rate r duction in over 1\\0 decade, 
The Lowell Sun reported that 1as achu ett ranked fifth in the nation in terms of 
Workers' Compensation benefit and that although employer co IS had been r duced , 
injured employee benefit are one of the mo't generous in the country 
The insurance industry'S weekly publication, The tandard, report "1\1a achu etts, 
with an underwriting gain of$295 168,187, lead all (50) states by far. The next 
highest (was) $58,270,3543. This improvement reflects the effort ... made to 
address their wOI'kers' compensation problems." 
The Boston Globe quoted the Executive Director of the Workers ' ompen atlon 
Research Institute in an interview di cus ing the come back of the 1\1a a hu etl 
\Vorkers' Compensation system a stating "I've ne'oer seen anythin o this 
dramatic", 
Let me acknowledge a few of the players whose contributions were of such importance that \\ ithout 
them the system might not have as successfully supported the health ' Ma achu etts econOn1} , 
reduced the cost of the workers ' compensation, shrunk the Assigned Ri k Pool. and upported the 
Commonwealth ' s work force, Director of Administration Tom Griffin and nior Judge Joe 
Jennings made the system work every day; Secretary of Labor Chri tine 10rn pro\'ided poll yand 
decisions and then had the patience to let them succeed; and Go\'ernor Weld and Lieutenant 
Governor Cellucci gave us our catalyst, the Workers Compen ation Reform 0 ct. their gUidance 
and support and the tools to accomplish the mission 
Finally, I am very proud and appreciative of the job that the people in our Department have done In 
implementing the Reform Act, in correcting the identified shortcomings, and the many other problem 
ar~as that became apparent as we proceed through the reform. 
/J--. 
_ .~./ I (c;/,..,.~-1f"'~ 
, I './ 
James 1: Campbelk 
Co~ssioner 
xii. 
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HIGHLIGHTS FY'96 
• Our continued commitment to automation has resulted in a pilot 
program to develop and implement an original workflow design for 
Finance and Accounting (F &A). 
• F&A was chosen as pilot for this long-term imaging and workflow 
system. New pes and monitors necessary to support such a system 
have been installed. The imaging and workflow software have been 
purchased as well as a high-speed scanner. The pilot program will be 
completed in FY97. 
• Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) continues to be priority for F &A 
in FY96. 
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FINANCE and ACCOUNTING 
The Finance and Accounting Office continue to evolve and grow in support of the 
Department with automation remaining the key element in allowing our Office to support 
the ever increasing budget, finance and accounting requirement of DIA. The pre"iou 
BlIdget Office, now the Finance and Accollnting Office, ha aggres ively pursued the 
benefit of automation with som success . The Department has grov-.. n ubslantially, 
increasing in personnel strength by 16%, adding Functions,(e g., the Worker', 
Compensation Trust Fund and the Impartial Physicians Program), and developing a debt 
management I collection system for the staggering debt that was allowed to accrue in the 
late nineteen eighties . AJI of the e functions and the many and numerou other 
innovations of the last five years wou ld have orely taxed the finance and accounting 
capabilities of the Department were it not for the aggressive pursuit of automation 
FY96 has been a year of stead ily increasing progress in automation Data base analysi 
commenced in this Fiscal Year, with our Data Processing Staff conducting the majority of 
the analysis. The completion of that task allowed us to under take the more complex and 
considerably more demanding job of conducting a work flow study We anticipate 
completing this study in the closing months of FY97 . When this is accomplished, it i 
reasonable to forecast the automation of the finance and accounting process in DIA. 
Simultaneously, several other automation or automation driven functions were being 
developed 
- For the first time the office managers in the DIA were given the information and 
the opportunity to request their individual office budgets. Our previous automation effort 
had made the required individual office information available and for FY97 the DIA 
managers programmed and justified their funding . 
- The Pyramid Software Package, earlier purchased for the WCTF, provided an 
approval of the amount and a request for payment to the F&A Office. During FY96 F&A 
developed an automated payment system that accepted payment data from Pyramid and 
processed , validated, and initiated payment through IvIMARS . 
A computer driven purchasing process was developed and implemented in the 
network. 
EDI was initiated for Purchasing. 
DIA looks forward to yet further improvements in efficiency and effectiveness as our 
processes are refined and our automation capability expands. 
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Department of Industrial Accidents Financial Report 
Collections & Expenditures 
Fiscal Year 1996 
Collections 
Special Fund Llln_t_er_e_st ____________________________ I~$ ____________________ ~9~9~8~,9~7~1] 
Assessment $ 
Returned Checks 
Refunds 
Ad'ustments 
~S~u~b~-t~o~ta~I ____________________________ ~ S 16,821.457 
Filin Fees $ 
Collection Fee 
Returned Checks 
Refunds 
Sub-total $ 
1 st Re ort Fines s 377 ,109 
Collection Fee 
Returned Checks 
Refunds 
Sub-total $ 
Sto Work Orders s 
Returned Checks 
Collect ion Fee 
Sub-Total $ 
Late Assessment Fines $ 97 .865 
Sec. 7 & 14 Fines 5 118 
Misc . 22899 
Sub-total $ 125,882 
Total Collections $ 22A65,354 
Ex penditu res 
Salaries 11 .966.330 
Frin e Benefits 3703858 
Indirect Costs 498563 
Non-Personnel Costs 4.613,724 
Prior Year Deficienc 3.130 
Total Expenditures $ 
I Previous Year Balance 12,044 .652 I 
~N-e-t-C-o-lI-ec-t-io-n-s--------------------------11 $ ----Year End Balance $ ______ __ L-________________________________ ~ 
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Department of Industrial Accidents Financial Report 
Collections & Expenditures 
Fiscal Year 1996 
Private Trust 
Collections 
I Interest 1$ 
Assessment 
Refunds 
Reimbursement (Sec. 65) 
Returned Checks 
Adjustments 
Collection Fees 
Refund 
Sub-Total 
Misc. 
Sec.30H 
Total Collections $ 
xpen lures 
Administrative $ 
COLA & Related Expens 
Consultants & other tem 
Defense of the Fund 
Claims Expenses 
Claims Payments 
Employee Expenses $ 
Vocational Rehab. Expen 
Total Ex enditures p $ 
I Previous Year Balance I $ 
Net Collections 
Year End Balance $ 
Collections 
I Interest 1$ 
Public Trust 
Expenditures 
COLA $ 
Sec. 37 
Shelby Claims 
ISec. 30H 
Total Ex enditures p $ 
IPrevious Year Balance I $ 
Net Collections 
Year End Balance $ 
9 
1,390,938 I 
1,346,814 
(5,588) 
7"14,462) 
(1,548) 
1,265,216 
18,989 
8,000 
36415491 
108,894 
32,696,224 
554,802 
576,155 
2,692,611 
4,959,001 
799,014 
50,042 
42436743 
12,588,263 I 
(6,021 ,252) 
6,567,011 
1,779,911 
142,513 
60,000 
366 
1982790 
167,910 I 
(117,418) 
50,492 
THE DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS 
Appropriation for Fiscal Year 1996 
Special Fund 
Budget Requested $ 17,575,143 
Appropriated 17,739,601 
Expended 16,580,055 
Unexpended 1,159,547 
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THE DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS 
Office of Finance & Accounting 
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PERSONNEL & 
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION 
Quality and Diversity 
17 
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HIGHLIGHT FY'96 
A SICK LEAVE Monitoring system wa introduced in 
1992 and continues to be upgraded. 
Authorized positions increased from 302 to 332 effective as a 
result of Workers' Compensation Reform Act of 1991. 
19 
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PERSONNEL 
The Personnel Office provides centralized per onnel administrative functions , exclusive of 
affirmative action , for the DIA. The principal activities include assisting managers in 
recruitment efforts, posting vacancy announcements and job ad\'erti ement . coordinating 
ci\'il seI\ 'ice list reque ts, overseeing payroll administration, maintaining grie\'ance record . 
and serving as general liaison with the Commonwealth D partment of Per onn I 
Administration The office also pro\'ide admirustration and clerical upport seI\'ice for 
the line units of the office. 
In .fiscal year 1990, authorization was granted for new positions for the newly created 
office of the Trust Fund and because of the significant gWvvth experience in the WCTF 
urunsured caseload and disposition levels, the staff has grown from J 7 positions in 1990 to 
21 positions in 199 -, including fi ve attorneys. 
The Department expanded its staff and budget in FY9 J, when new legi lation was pa -sed 
which provided for authorization for six additional administrative judge , t\,vo additional 
administrative law judges, a senior judge and support staff . Through the same legislation 
under Ch . J -2, S. J I A, the impartial unit was created with an authorization of ten 
positions and because of the additional functions not anticipated previously, there has been 
an increase in staff . 
The sick leave report established in FY92 which was developed to enable the managers to 
control the sick leave usage in his/her unit has been successful and the sick lea e usage i 
more in line with the DINs target of no more than an average of 6 sick days per employee 
per year. 
The DIA has a commitment to its employees to provide training relevant to their current 
function and to promote their continued professional growth . Training priorities are 
established in conjunction with the goals of the agency Programs are offered for all levels 
of staff and a large number of DIA employees have taken advantage of this opportunity. 
21 
AFFIRl\l TIYE A TION OFFICE 
The AiIirmati\'e A ti n Offic was created in [9 6, in ord r to b tt r _ rv th nc d. of 
the 01 mmunity in dealing with the inc rea ingly di\ 'er e natur of our age ncy's 
\\orkfor e and th g neral 
public wh m \\'e ery 
The Affirmative tion office i re ponsible for taking a lead n is u p rtatnlOg to qual 
opportunit, ', and civil right a the ' pertain to employ , managers, \' ndor. and client 
The Affirmati e Action office al 0 coordinate DIA' Equal Opportunit y (EEO) effort 
and undertake irutiati es to achieve and maintain a more diversified w rkforce . In doing 
0, we work to en ure that minorities, wom n. peopl with di abiliti and tho \),:ho 
served in the Vietnam War are repre ented at all level of re pon ibility and in all area. of 
operation throughout the agency . 
Through educating the workforce, the Affirmative Action Oftic endea , 'o rs to cr at an 
emplo 'ment environment that i appreciative of it diver mployee population \\ 'e pilot 
efforts to increa e job and promotional opportuniti for D]A empJo 'e to en ure equ lt) 
and diversity in futur year . 
Our objective are to achieve a workplace which is free from hara ment of any kInd and 
where everyone' s differences are accepted and valued, and to pr vide servic s to 
employees and managers which will reinforce and realize thi goal of a Vo.' rkpJace 
The Affirmative Action office provides a variety of administrative service and 
educational program to addres Issues of discrimination. civil rights, acce s to 
opportunit and managing diversity . We respond to que tions about EE AA and 
diversity, pro\'ide awareness training for employees on se)'llal haras ment , di abilitle and 
£EOI AA, meet with managers to determine AA goals and strategie for achieving them 
provide career counseling and other emplo. ee services, investigate and re olve complaints 
of discrimination, including exual harassment in emplo. ment and in ac e to ervice at 
the DIA, review affirmative action plans of vendors holding contract with the agenc~ 
assist in providing reasonable accommodations for qualified employee and client \\'ith 
disabilities, make hiring recommendations by reviewing impact on D1A's diver it\. 
monitor employment activity in the agency and produce quarterly and annual report for 
compliance with affirmati\"e action requirements 
There are federal and state law and regulation which gO\'ern our acti\'itie in the 
Affirmative Action office. 
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THE DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS 
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T.\FFiNG Hi TORY 
Po iti n Authorized 
Po ition Filled . 0.)0 January 1990 
Po ition Authorized 
Po ition Filled . 0 30 January 1991 
Po ition Authorized 
Po ition Filled a 30 January 1992 
Position Authorized 
Po itions Filled Ala 30 January 199" 
Positions Authorized 
Positions Filled Ala 30 ] anuary 1994 
1995 
Positions Authorized 
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ADMINISTRATIVE 
SERVICES 
Information and Support 
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HIGHLIGHTS FY'96 
• Amendments to leases enacted as required 
• New phone systems and voice mail purchased for three of the 
Regional offices 
• Departmental internal control procedures updated 
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ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES 
PHYSICAL PLANT 
A. Boston Office 
The main office of the Department of Industri al Accident s conti nues to be hOll ed at 600 
Washington Street, Boston, MA The Department lea es 60. 306 squa re fe t of office 
space and 2 ~ OO square feet of storage space While the rate per sq uare foot of sto rage 
space remains at $5 .00, the rate per square feet of office space increa e by 50 cent every 
ovember 11th , until the lease expires. On ovember I I , 199 - , the rate per quare foot 
increased to $15 .80. 
B. Fall River Regional Office 
The Fall Ri ver Regional Office, which occupies 6067 square feet at 30 Th ird Street. Fall 
River, MA, entered into a second amendment to their original lea e. whi ch com men ed on 
December 31 , 1995, and ends December 30, 1996 . The rate per sq uare foo t is S 1000. 
C. Lawrence Regional Office 
The Lawrence Regional Office, which moved to 1 1 Lawrence Street, Lawrence, 1 Jl1 
July of 1993 , occupies 5800 square feet at a cost of $1 0.46 per square foot. The cost per 
quare foot will remain constant until the lease expires in July of 1998. 
D. Springfield Regional Office 
The Springfield Regional Office, which has been located in a state ow ned offic e bu ilding 
since January of 1995, leases 5426 square feet of office space at a cost of $9 .25 per sq uare 
foot and 589 square feet of storage space at a cost of$300 per square foot. 
E. Worcester Regional Office 
The Worcester Regional Office occupies 7933 square feet of space at 44 Front Street, 
Worcester, MA. Included in the lease, which has a termination date of September 30, 
1996, it is stated that the rate per square foot increases $1. 00 every 12 month The 
Department pa 's for 7500 square feet and the landlord provides the additi onal 43 3 quare 
feet at no cost to the Department. In September of 1995 the rate per square foot 
increased to $1400. 
29 
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The tel phone .y t m oft\\'ar in the B t n offl e has been updat d as improvement. 
b me a\'ailable through ut FY96, Additional outlets and \,-'iring have b en installed and 
oft\\'ar hanges ha\'e b en made to a commodate an increa In u cr. 
The La\\Ten e, pringfield and \V rce ter Regional Offlces pur ha. d n \' phon . ~' tems 
during FY96 and at that time in tailed \'oi email ystem. Th Fall Ri\'cr Regional Offi e 
will pur ha n \\ tel phone equipment and a \' ice mai l . ),st m in FY97 
INTERNAL CO~TROL PROCEDURES 
The Department Internal Control Plan, which is hOLl.ed both in our data proce sing sy tern 
and in the First Deputy Director of Administration ' office, i updated annually b ' unit 
managers , There are current] ' 2 1 pro edure in the Plan 
Pl'BLIC ]]\FORMA TION DESK 
Please see page 133 , 
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DATA 
PROCESSING 
Keeping Pace with Technology 
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HIGHLIGHTS 
• 1996 Oracle installed, configured for Pyramid, and deliver'ed 
to Trust Fund. 
• Pyramid went live, with converted data from Diameter. 
• Imagingf\Vorkflow was implemented for Trust Fund. 
• Reviewing Board (as a separate track from the Incident track) 
went live on Diameter. Reviewing Board was not previously on 
Diameter, and included automatic RVPTC scheduling, four new 
events, eighteen new screens, and thirty-seven new reports. 
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DATA PROCESSING - 1996 
Data Processing ha accomplished a great deal in 1996 The u e of the computer system 
continued to gro\,,· with the creation of eventy-five logins/usr accounts on the ::"etwork The 
ize of the computer system continued to grov .. with the purchase of t\\ en!: ~ O" PCs. a ne\\ 
Netware erver for the Boston OffIce. two CD Towers, five external modem . tv.·o multiplexors. 
four Ethernet switches, Internet oftware (1\etscape) for se\'enty-six user . Sharkmail fo r fift ,' 
additional users, and an upgrade to Sharkmail. 
Oracle7 RDMS was installed and configured for Pyramid . Pyramid wa loaded with com'erred 
Diameter data and Pyramid went live for use by the Trust Fund . 
Imaging/Workflow equipment and software were installed . Imagingl\Vorkflow \,, 'a I implemented for Trust Fund 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Diameter was modified to accommodate the Re\'iewing Board function and other requested 
changes. Freedom of Information requests for information [rom Diameter were coded. tested . 
and provided on reports. Forty-four new reports have been added to the Diameter database (thi 
number does not include special requests reports) . 
Data Processing continued to provide technical assistance, hardware, software, operation , 
systems analysis, testing, training, documentation, and maintenance to the various areas 
(Administration, Dispute Resolution, etc) which comprise the Department of Industrial 
Accidents . 
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AO[\l1!\'l 
Bankruptcy Inf, rmati n 
R p rL - Weekly (1) 
ER,'lCES -
Dataftl - Inv ntor\, ofFumitur and qUipm nt 
Internal .ontral Pro dure. 
Report - Weekly (1) , l\10nthly C) 
ADV1SORY -
Report - Monthly (-+) 
tati tical Report - Quarterl . and Annual tati tic. A Request d 
BUDGET -
Report - Five R port pdated a Reque ted on Diameter 
Billing (Late Frs) - \\ kly Demand C rpts) , Monthl .. Bill (5 rpt ). 
Monthly to Collection C rpts) 
Billing (Referral) - Wkly Demands (3 rpts) , Monthly Bill (3 rpt ) . 
Monthly to Collections ( rpt) 
Billing (As es ments) - Wkly Demand C rpts) , Quarterly Bill (7 rpt ) 
Billing (Lock Box) - Daily (2 rpts) 
CLAIMS -
Late FR Fines - Creating Datafile Based on Billed Record 
Freedom ofInformation Request - Request for tape 
Freedom ofInformation Requests - Requests for new report and current 
reports. and reque ts for change to current reports 
Liens - Posted from tape 
Reports - Daily (1), Weekly (12), Monthly (9) , Quarterly (1) 
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DA TA PROCESSmG-
Diameter - Analysis of Manager's Requests, FOI Requests, Reviewing Board 
Diameter - Coding of Requests and ew Reviewing Board Track 
Diameter - Testing of . ewlUpdated Reports, creens, and Functions 
Diameter - Reconfigured for Reviewing Board 
Diameter - Reviewing Board Went Live 
Fil et - InstaJled 
Imaging/\\'orkflow - Equipment instaJ led -:2 canner , 6 printers, and 0 AR (Optic canning Reading 
Deyice) 
Imaging/\Vorkflow - Software installed - Visual Workflovv', \Vorkfl ow Scan, and Workflow Printing 
Imaging/\Vorkflow - Was Implemented For Trust Fund 
etwork - Created 75 Network logins/user accounts for DIA employee 
Network - Purchased 2 CD/Towers 
etwork - Purchased ew File Server for etware (BO) 
etwork - Purchased 4 Switches (24 port tlOO Base TX) to Upgrade etwork 
etwork - Purchased Netscape for 76 users 
etwork - Purchased Sharkmail for 50 additional users 
Tetwork - Purchased Sharkmail upgrade to 3.x 
etwork - Testing to Verify capacity for Pyramid Client/Server Application 
Oracle - Installed Oracle7 RDMS 
Oracle - Configured Oracle7 RDMS for Pyramid 
Oracle - Delivered Oracle7 RDMS to WCTF, C & L 
37 
.:::D~A~T:...:.A...:.....!;.P...;:,R~O=..::::.:::~c.:....::::.. - ( ntinued) 
PC - Pur ha d 20 20" P f, r lmaging rkfl v, 
P . - lnstalled 1.<2 20" P s (Purcha d in FY95) 
Pyramid - Load f C m' rt d Diam ter Data 
Pyramid - Procedure. Implement d to Create and 1aintain Pyramid Ora Ie account. 
Pyramid - Pyramid Went Li\'e tudy - To implem nt \\"orkilow and imaging throughout the 
ag n y by C & L 
1 er upport· Pro\'ided Ongoing upport and Diam ter/Officepower Training 
C er upport - Judge I ecretaries train d on Orders n fficep \\ er on P s 
DI Pl TE RESOLPTIO:\ -
E\'ents - Four ew Re\'iew Eyent Created on Diam ter 
Scheduling - Reviev; Pre-Trial Conference cheduler wac reated n Diameter 
Screens - Eighteen ew Review S reens Created on Diameter 
Report - ine Dispute Reports Created pdated as Request d on Diameter 
Reports - Thirty- even new Reyiew Reports Created on Diameter 
Reports - For Scheduling and Mgmt - Daily (7) , Weekly (22), 10nthly (14) . Quan rly (<:) 
Reports - For Conciliation Unit - Daily (J), Weekly (11), Monthly (12) 
Reports - For Impartial 'nit - Daily (12) . ~ eekl ' (12) MonthJ ' (2) 
Reports - For Re\'iew - Daily (3) , Weekl (6) . onth!y (9) . Quarterly C) 
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HEALTH POLICY-
PCs 
Software 
Technical Assistance 
INSURANCE -
Reports - 10nthJy (4) 
LEGAL-
Reports - Weekly (J) 
PERSONNEL -
REGIONS -
SAF'ETY -
TRUST FUND-
Sick Time Tracking and Abuse otification Letter 
T echni cal Assistance 
Reports and Coversheets 
Technical Assistance 
Hardware 
Reports - For Special Projects , For Injury Information 
Reports - Daily (1), MonthJy (3) 
Pyramid - Live with Converted Diameter Data 
Imaging/Workflow - Implemented 
Reports - Daily (J) 
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\'OC-REHAB -
creen - On I w re n rated n Diam t r 
pdated on Diam tel' 
Reports - On l e\\ Rep rt reated on Diameter 
Report - Daily- (I), \V ekJ~' C), lomhly (I) 
OUT IDE AGENCIE -
For Requests - ;\nalysis, C ding, Repon , Tape_ 
Fraud Detection - Variou 
ociaJ ecurit , F 1atche (Tapes) - DOR Welfare, D L 
Data Exchanges (Tapes) - DOR (liens) 
Reports - WeekJy 3 Reports on cheduled Cases - PERA AG 
Report - \VeekJy 2 Reports on cheduled Cases - 7 tate gencle 
Repon - Daily Report On Injuries - AG 
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NEW REPORT PROGRAMS CREATED ON DIAMETER 
BASE IT IT IT IT IT IT IT 7 YR 
# rpts 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 TOTAL 
7-1-89 
Review 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 37 37 
Dispute 43 11 6 23 20 18 12 2 92 
Coneil 17 1 0 0 3 0 0 0 4 
Voe - Rehab 15 0 0 2 2 0 3 1 8 
Bjlling 15 14 14 10 2 3 13 0 56 
Events 22 4 5 3 2 0 3 0 17 
Tables/Other 27 5 9 2 1 3 8 4 32 
Impartial 0 0 0 1 25 8 7 0 41 
Trust Fund 0 0 0 0 0 16 34 0 50 
139 35 34 41 55 48 80 tJtJ 137 
.Po REPORT PROGRAMS UPDATED ON DIAMETER 
IT IT IT IT IT FY FY 7 YR 
90 91 92 93 94 95 96 TOTAL 
Review 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 5 
Ujspute 7.0 17 22 23 18 4 6 110 
Concj] 10 5 9 3 36 1 0 JtJ 
Voc-Rehab 5 4 0 1 0 "3 0 1 
Billing 9 7 7 11 16 22 5 77 
EvenLs 5 10 5 0 1 1 0 22 
TableS/Other 5 8 3 0 0 6 0 22 
ImparLial 0 0 0 13 8 1 1 23 
T ru s t ]·'und 0 0 0 0 0 13 0 13 
----54 ')1 46 51 49 ~] 1 I 
Revi e w 
Dispule 
Concil 
Vo c -Rphah 
Rilling 
Events 
Tables/Other 
ImpClllial 
Trust Fund 
~ 
N 
Revjew 
Dispule 
Con ci l 
Voc-Rehab 
Billing 
Event s 
Tnbl es/Ot llPr 
Imparlia l 
Tru sL Funci 
FY 
90 
0 
31 
11 
5 
21 
9 
10 
0 
0 
89 
BASE 
II scrns 
7-1-89 
0 
18 
2 
29 
13 
29 
32 
0 
0 
1 2 ~ 
REPORT PROGRAMS CREATED/UPDATED ON DIAMETER 
FY 
91 
0 
23 
5 
4 
21 
15 
17 
0 
0 
85 
FY 
92 
0 
45 
9 
2 
17 
8 
5 
1 
0 
87 
FY 
93 
0 
43 
6 
"3 
13 
2 
] 
38 
0 
---106 
FY 
94 
0 
36 
6 
0 
] :; 
1 
3 
1 6 
16 
97 
FY 
95 
0 
16 
1 
6 
15 
4 
14 
8 
47 
1 3 1 
FY 
96 
42 
8 
0 
1 
I
J 
0 
4 
1 
0 
--61 
NEW SCREEN PROGRAMS CREATED ON DIAMETER 
FY FY FY FY FY FY FY 
90 91 92 93 94 95 96 
0 0 0 0 0 0 18 
1 0 1 R 0 0 
0 0 0 n () 0 () 
0 0 6 U 0 1 1 
2 2 0 1 0 0 0 
4 ] 0 0 0 0 
n 0 0 0 (l 0 0 
0 0 0 8 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 JU ::, 0 
7 .3 H 17 n r) 19 
7 YR 
TOTAL 
4 2 
202 
38 
7.1 
1-i 3 
39 
54 
6 4 
63 
65 
7 YR 
TOTAL 
18 
11 
[) 
B 
') 
'1 
[) 
B 
J:::' 
91 
SCREEN PROGRAMS UPDATED ON DIAMETER 
IT IT IT IT IT IT IT 7 YR 
90 91 92 93 94 95 96 TOTAL 
Review 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 G 
Dispute 14 7 13 3 8 1 0 
Concil 2 2 ~ 0 0 0 0 
Voc - Rehab 5 3 0 0 0 0 2 10 
Billing 2 6 1 0 0 0 0 9 
Events 16 11 8 6 15 0 0 5 
Tables/Other 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 8 
ImparLial 0 0 0 2 1 3 0 
Trust fund 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
43 33 24 ] 1 24 --5 8 14 8 
J:>. 
w 
SCREEN PROGRAMS CREATED/UPDATED ON DIAMETER 
IT IT IT IT FY FY FY 7 YR 
90 91 92 93 94 95 96 TOTAL 
Review 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~4 7'1 
DispuLe 15 7 1'1 11 9 1 0 r)7 
Concil 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 
Voe-Rehab 5 3 6 0 0 1 3 1 8 
Bjlling 4 8 1 1 0 0 0 1 'I 
P.ve nts 20 12 9 6 15 0 0 62 
TClbl es/O Lher 4 4 () 0 0 0 0 8 
JmparLldl 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 
Trust fund 0 0 0 0 10 6 0 
50 36 37. ~8 ;)5 1 ] '/.7 7 ) t1 
NEW EVENT TYPES ON DIAMETER 
BASE IT IT IT IT IT IT IT 7 YR 
it evnts 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 TOTAL 
7-1 - 8 
28 2 1 4 3 0 1 5 1 
C37 NOFR S15 AW R15 APR 
WFP VSUTT OPTM RVPTC 
ARB t1HEAR RVPAN 
PE ND RVOA 
HE]OG 
-I'> EVENTS ENTERED ON DIAMETER 
-I'> 
FY 90 302 , 688 
FY 91 318 , 328 
FY 9? 308 , 385 
FY ()J 300 , 950 
rO{ lJ4 313 , 7g1 
FOIO 9 r, 323 , r,83 
F''r' C) () 277 , 3 
.C> 
V1 
NEW COMPUTER EQUIPMENT RE CE I VE D 
BASE #equip FY FY FY FY FY FY 
7-1-89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
Terminals 218 0 0 20 32 0 0 
PCs 6 0 0 6 14 116 132 
Lap Tops 3 0 2 0 0 15 0 
Laser Printers 13 0 1 4 0 4 1 2 6 
Mini Computers **2 0 0 0 2 0 0 
File Selvers 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 
Scanners 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
242 0 16 26 52 15 1 140 
. , eCI Mini Computers which were replaced by Sun Mini Computers . 
FY 7 YR 
9 6 TOTAL 
0 52 
20 288 
0 17 
0 36 
0 2 
1 7 
0 4 
21 10 
46 
FRAUD 
PREVENTION 
Benefits All but the Dishonest 
47 
48 
HIGHLIGHTS FY'96 
• FY96 investigations and Stop Work Orders continue to increase 
dramatically, bringing an estimated 200,000 worker under worker ' 
compensation coverage between 1993 and 1996. 
• Increased debt collection sustained. 
• Information excbanges between State agencies continues to ensure 
that State monies are paid appropriately. 
• Cooperation with the Fraud Bureau (established by Goyernor 
Weld's Reform Act) continues to result in substantial saving and a 
measurable reduction in workers' compensation fraud. 
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FACT SHEET 
RE: Fraud Prevention Activities by DIA: 
1. ince the Workers ' Compensation Reform Act of December 199 J, ubstantial and 
measurable progress ha been made in fraud prevention. While every element of DJA i 
concerned with, and participate in, fraud reporting prevention, this paper will addre sour 
innovations and results. 
2. In the area of employer fraud in FY96, DIA. conduct d 11 ,294 im· . igation-; 
resulting in 3,159 top Work Order ( WO) . Compared with th pre-reform act a\·erage 
of 26 SWO per year, there ha been a substantial increase in fraud detection and 
prevention . In FY96 the direct result was an estimated 200,000 workers brought under 
the workers ' compensation insurance coverage (i ndirectly we estimate everal thousand. 
more were brought under the coverage as a result of our increase enforcement) . The 
Workers ' Compensation Rating and Inspection Bureau credits our efforts a a major 
contribution to the first W.e. premium reduction in two decades . Over the past three 
years the average premium for Massachusetts employers decrea ed by near 400 0 
3. Efforts prior to 1992 were half hearted, at best, in pursuing and oil cting from 
employers failing to carry W.e. insurance who had employer injured on the job In place 
and operating now is an automated billing and collection y tern which as ures timel y 
billing, referral to collection agency and, if appropriate, court action. 
4. DIA has established agreements with other state agencies such as the Department 
of Transitional Assistance, the Division of Medical Assistance, and the Department of 
Revenue to combat fraud. As an example, in FY96 the Child Support Enforcement 
Division of the DOR placed approximately 9,000 liens on DIA settlements, collection 
$1 ,859,324 .00 from "Deadbeat Dads". 
5. The workers ' compensation element of the insurance industry funded Insurance 
Fraud Bureau was established in 1991. The public is directed to contact the Bureau for 
reporting fraud . DIA's telephone system directs callers reporting fraud to call 1-800-
32FRAUD (the Bureaus ' hotline) . Since the Reform Act, DIA is credited with providing 
approximately 18% of the referrals to the Insurance Fraud Bureau . The Attorney General 
has stated that prior to 1991 there was only one criminal prosecution for workers' 
compensation fraud . Will Ie subsequent to 1991 , 32 cases have been prosecuted by the 
AG' s Criminal Bureau . There has been a dramatic decrease in claims ftled with DIA since 
the Reform Act (a decrease from 40,575 in ] 991 to 23 ,370 in J 996). That decline can be, 
in part, attributed to our fraud prevention efforts 
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THE DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS 
Investigations for Compliance 
16000 
.... WE ESTIMATE THAT A LARGE PART OF THE NEW PREMIUM 
THAT CAME INTO THE (ASSIGNED RISK) POOL IN 1993 
14000 ~ RESULTED FROM THE INCREASED ENFORCEMENT ACTIVITY 
en J AND THE NEWLY IMPLEMENTED MONITORING PROCESS OF THE 
Z 12000 DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS. 
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THE DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS 
$2,000,000 $1 ,859,324 
$1,625,772 
$1,500,000 $1,392,268 
$1,476,967 
$1,000,000 
$500,000 
$468,644 
$283,366 
$48,344 
$0 
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COLLECTIONS FOR D.O.R. 
CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT DIVISION 
~OI"("P Dept 01 Revenue Commonwealth ot Mas'liachu'Sf"It" 
r'ff"p:lf(',f July 1995 BSDORCS 
U1 
(J"'l 
Department of Industrial Accidents 
FRAUD PREVENTION FY 96 
STOP WORK ORDERS to employers who do not 
have Workers' Comp Insurance. 
• 11,294 investigations 
• 3,159 Stop Work Orders 
• 200,000 workers brought under Workers' 
Comp insurance umbrella 
-- PURSUIT AND COLLECTION OF DEBT for 
the workers'comp. trust fund and other state 
• agencIes. 
• Increased debt collection sustained 
• 1,859,324 collected from "Dead Beat Dads". 
• FY96 total collection== $5,792,260 


Office of 
Legal Counsel 
Knowledge of the law 
57 
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HIGHLIGHTS FY'96 
• Affirmative Ci"il Litigation Effort Get Undenvay 
• Criminal Prosecutions Increase Statewide - Restitution 
Paid 
• Record Increase In DiscontinuancelDenial Of Claims 
• Record Year In Reduction of Second Injury Fund Petitions 
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OFFICE OF LEGAL COUNSEL 
The Department' s General Counsel reports to the Commissioner The G neral Counsel i' 
a sisted by three assi tant legal counsels. a legal a istant and an admi ni trari\'e assIstant 
Together these positions form the Department ' s Office of the Legal Counsel which is 
established pursuant to M .G.L C 25E(1 0). 
The Office serves two major functions on behalf of the Department. part of it 
function as counsel to the Department, the Office advises the Department on a whole 
range of matters from rule-making to inter-Agency affillrs . The Office also facilitate the 
Department ' s legal representation in action filed by. or again C the Department, and 
assists in the provision of public information. The Office of the General Counsel is 
regularly designated by the Commissioner to conduct certain ad mini trat i\'e appeals. 
particularly those relating to insurance coverage and referral fee payment. The General 
Counsel also serve in the capacity of Special Assistant Attorney General. 
As part of its function as counsel to the Worker' Compensation Trust Fund (WCTF) , the 
Office works with WCTF staff to oversee investigation, claims handling and defense of the 
Fund in claims or reimbursement request brought under the provision of the Workers ' 
Compensation Act. 
Legal and WCTF staff attorneys ' caseload was expanded dramatically to include a full 
service line of defense for all claims brought against the WCTF pursuant to c 152 .. '65(2) 
a through g. Past practice of individual attorneys specializing in second injury cases. 
uninsured cases, and latency cases was eliminated . A new practice was implemented 
whereby all attorneys handle a full load of second injury cases, COLt\, settlements. 
uninsured employer cases, latent injury cases and any other assignments . This change led 
to a dramatic decrease in the second injury fund backlog and better outcomes and efforts 
being made in uninsured defense practice. 
Another significant achievement this fIscal year was the prosecution of over two hundred 
criminal complaints in the District Courts by the DIAfWCTF legal team. These 
complaints were brought under §25C against uninsured employers in an effort to force the 
payment of restitution by order of the Court or plea bargain agreement monitored by the 
probation departments of the courts. This effort has yielded enormous recoyery for 
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the \\'CTF and ent a lear d terrent m ssage to the bar and mllo\'er. that DlA i. dead 
eri u about failur tarry \\ orker" com pen ati n 
During this fi al year the groundwork \vas laid to take the affirmati\'c ci\'il litigation in 
hou e again t the uninsured employer everal test cases Vlere filed using a first tim 
theory that Trust Fund wa entitled to recover from the Pre ident and Trea urer of a 
C rporation in their per onal capacity, u ing ca e law that had been u. ed ex lusively b}' 
the injured worker The en rmous difference in recO\'ery amounts for Trust Fund can be 
explained in two way : this recovery doe not have to be shar d or plit v;ith the employee 
and his attorney and th \VCTF does not ha\'e any credibility i ues a to the amount we 
are entitled to re over. Pre\'iously the \VCTF wa at the mercy f a I s than peJfect 
\ itnes whose credibility as to pain, suffering and work capacity wa. al\\'ay. an i u , but 
not 0 for DIA a the plaintiff; we need only t pro\'e that we \\'ere rcquired to pay 
ompen ation and how much It i expected that two hundred ci\'i1 complaints \vill b 
filed nrxt fi cal year. o\'er and above tho e matter with criminal pro ulion. 111 proce. 
The combination of these two trategie , along \\'ith mandatory joinder of the employeJ in 
the DIA ca e pursuant to tv,'O 65(13), will yield the large t per ca. e recO\'eries in the 
history of the ~ CTF once this program is in full operation . 
DINWCTF legal staff performed admirably throughout the year making thou ands of 
appearances in all the courts and the DIA offices throughout the omrnonwealth, from 
Pittsfield to Pro\'incetown. Their effort in conjunction v;ith the Dire tor of the \V TF 
and her staff reduced the backlog of second injury petitions by -00, while a\'ing the rate 
payers over £ 15 million in future expo ure, In addition the § 19 COLA ettlement 
agreement program began to pick up speed with 100 settlement made which are 
anticipated to sa\'e $1 million plus annually for the ne:\.1 thirty year , excluding the 50 0 
compounded adjustment each October. As more of the major carrier come on board with 
this program it is expected that 85% of these reimbursements can be eliminated in a five 
year period, yielding $10 million annually for the next thirty years, excluding the -010 
mcreases. 
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CLAIMS 
ADMINISTRATION 
Filing and Recording 
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HIGHLIGHTS FY'96 
• Current ... as defined by OCA's Internal Operations in Processing, 
Entering and Filing Forms and Records. 
• Continue Decline In Claims AFTER Governor '''eld 's ' ''orkers' 
Compensation Reform Act. 
• Claims PROCESSED within 24 Hours. 
• Continued Cooperation with other Departments on Data Information 
and use of Third Part)r Liens have resulted in substantial savings. 
• Aggressive Education and awareness to employers on First Report 
Violations. 
• Database duplication "cleanup." 
• Improved relations with Insurance Companies ' Representatives. 
• Phase II of Record Room Modernization commenced in FY95 and is 
continuing in FY96. 
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The Office of Claims Administration 
The Office of Claims Administration is compri ed of the following units Administrati\'e Office. 
First Report Compli ance Office, Claim Processing nit, Data Entry and the Record Room. 
Claims Administrations ' role in FY96 strengthened as a result of past legi lative, technical and 
administrative changes Units working together as a team and providing bacbp and upport 
played a significant factor in meeting OCA' s requirements, increased productivity, special project 
and enforcing work quality . 
As FY96 closed, OCA' s goal is a continuation to operate collectively to achie\ 'e the maximum 
production level possible while maintaining a standard of quality. As the year ended , all unit 
remain current in workload processing (as defined by each unit's operational function) and 
produce quality work. Opportunities for new technology is of interest to OCA in the future 
Special projects and goals during this fiscal year were being developed and implemented . The 
following is a summary of each OCA unit: 
Administrative Office 
One of the major functions of this office is to act as the Keeper of the Records for the Dl. .-\n 
increase in FY96, in the request for certified and file copies by interested parties . 
As Keeper of the Records for the DIA, this office is responsible for processing subpoenas, holding 
in-house depositions, representing DIA for court subpoenas, unless otherwise directed by the 
courts . 
Pursuant to 452 CMR 7.04, OCA is required to process all complaints regarding controversial 
claims handling practices . The complaints are reviewed and an investigation is conducted and a 
find ing is rendered on behalf of the DIA. If necessary, complaints will be referred to other 
agencies and/or div isions within the state for further review. 
This office interacts on a daily basis with the DIA' s Legal Counsel and Senior Judge of the 
Division of Dispute Resolution as well as various divisions within OrA, Department of 
Employment Training, the Division ofInsurance, other governmental agencies and outside parties . 
First Report Compliance Office 
.Al l Employers are required to file a First Report of Inju ry Form within seven calendar days 
of receiving notice of any injury alleged to have arisen out of and in the course of employment 
which incapacitates an employee from earning full wages for a period of five or more calendar 
days . Employers who violate the provision of M . G.L. Chapter 152, Section 6, three or more 
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tim, in any year hall be puni hed by a fine r one hundred dollar for ea h such v i lalion La h 
failure to pay a flOe within thirty da:-' of re eipt of a bill fr m the Department hall b co nsid ered 
a eparate \-iolati n . 
. AJter noti e of a third \ 'iolation, ea h individual violation goes through a five tep billing proce s 
"'0 day_ apart . A total of four demand notices may be ent if the original vi lation is not paid nor 
appealed If ompliance is not met at the fourth and final demand le\'el, referral i ubmitted to a 
olle tion agen y. 
A the end of FY96 clo ed, an inc rea e in money were collected on Fir t Report fin s The 
rea on for this was more aggre i\'e education to employers, and a a re ult paym nt \\ re made 
a, opposed to appeals . 
Claims Processing Unit 
The Claims Proces ing Unit (CPU) i respon ible for the proces ing of all incoming DIA 
pre cribed forms as well as general mail with no specific addres ee. The CPu i the 
veryimportant first step in the processing of tho e DIA forms submitted whi h. after being data 
entered, will result in some sort of adjudicatory action . 
The CPU has four major functions : to open, sort and date stamp daily all mail that come into 
theOffice of Claims Administration (OCA) ; to revie',,\ ' (pre-screen) forms for accuracy and 
completeness according to standards established by the OCA; to return to sender those rejected 
forms that do not meet established standards; to do research on the computer using Diameter to 
determine current case status and/or case location for forwarding and attachment of form 
and case letters/medicals to case files in other division and offices of the Department for 
appropriate action . 
Since FY93 , FY94 and FY95 the CPU had consistently received approximately 4000 - 5000 
forms each week. As FY96 came to a close, the number of incoming forms decreased by 
approximately, 10%. As FY96 ended, the CPU processed forms within a day upon mail receipt 
Improved communicative relations continue with Insurance companies: namely, claim 
representatives in form usage. Pilot acceptances of First Reports via computer fax planned for 
FY97 execution. 
Data Entry Unit 
The Data Entry Unit is responsible for entering all Departmental forms into Diameter ' 
database. This unit receives all claims, reports and forms from CPL. Data Entry perform an 
automated review for either case creation or update, ensures that duplicate forms are not 
contained in the database and that all necessary forms have been entered accurately. This unit 
captures all pertinent data on Workers ' Compensation cases. This allows the database to track 
each individual case from the initial submission of a First Report to the conclusion of a case. 
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All data entered into the DIA's database generates information for the Office of Safety, (fatalities 
and injury types), OEVR (rehab referrals) , Investigation (uninsured employers) as well as with the 
Department of Revenue's Child Support (award for liens collected) ; the Department of 
Transitional Assistance (provides matche with employees in pay status) , the Department of 
Public Health as well as with the Attorney General ' s Office (i njuri es and illnes es in the 
workplace) . 
Claims are processed within a 24 hour period , scheduling Conciliation . Claim continue to 
decline from FY95 . As FY96 ended, all transactions received in thi unit from the pre\'ious day 
are processed. 
A high yolume of duplications have occurred over the years and Data Entry' s empha i is focu ed 
on deleting and consolidating duplicate cases not onl) in the database but also on case records 
during FY96. In the emphasis of quality data, this unit re-examines all transaction prior to the 
release of scheduled notices and violations. This assignment was implemented during FY96 
Record Room 
The Record Room is the central depository for all Departmental case files and 
transactionsproduced by our four regional offices as well as Boston . The Record Room, located 
in DIA's Boston office, is responsible for filing all Departmental forms after Data Entry input, 
retrieving and keeping track of all ftles and documents pertaining to cases in the Dispute 
Resolution processas well as other divisions in the Agency. 
All transactions are filed within 24-36 hours of Record Room receipt ; scheduled proceedings (six 
weeks out), are retrieved within 48 hours . 
FY96, a higher level of quality control versus FY95 was implemented in spot checking case files 
that coincides to DIA' s case tracking system. In FY96, the Record Room completed a large 
portion of its case file conversion, another phase of modernization. At the close of FY96, 
approval to construct an off site storage room within the DIA was approved as well as future 
expansion plans for the Record Room . These additions will assist in the resolution of ongoing 
space Issues . 
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THE DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS 
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VOCATIONAL 
REHABILITATION 
A SWIFT RETURN TO WORK 
73 
74 
HIGHLIGHTS FY'96 
• Referrals for vocational rehabilitation sen'ices rise moderately 
ending a six year decline 
• Percentage of injured employees successfu1ly returned to work ri e 
slightly 
• Percentage of cases in which OE'"'R conducts team meetings 
continues to grow 
• Percentage of cases referred for VR in which an I\VRP is approved 
reaches an all-time high 
• Practice guidelines issued to assist effort to ensure greater uniformity 
in delivery of quality VR services 
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THE OFFICE OF EDUCATION 
AND VOCATIO:\TAL REHABILITATION 
The Office of Education and Vocational Rehabilitation (OEVR) over ee the provision of 
non-medical vocational rehabilitation seryices to injured workers . OE\ R i presently 
headed by an Acting Director and is staffed by thirteen (J 3) Rehabilitation Revie\~ Officers. 
eight (8) Disability Analysts and five (5) Clerks. 
OEVR annually approves vocational rehabilitation specialists who meet profe ional, 
educational and other requirements established by OEVR. OEVR accept applications for 
approval on a year-round basis and annually issues a list of all approved providers . inety-
five (95) such providers were approved for FY ' 96 . The number of approved pro\'ider 
may well continue to decrease in the future for reasons relating to trend in claims filings, 
the increased use by insurers of providers who offer multiple services relating to workers ' 
compensation and other disability claims and the further enhancement of approval criteria. 
Rehabilitation Review Officers (RROs) interview prospective candidate. at a mandatory 
meeting to determine their suitability for vocational rehabilitation ef\·ices . The RRO 
recommends suitable individuals to insurers for assignment to a proyider approved by 
OEVR. The RROs monitor the quality and cost-effectiveness of services through a review 
of all Individual Written Rehabilitation Programs (IWRPs) and reports submitted by the 
approved provi ders . The RROs also conduct team meetings to identify problems and restore 
or redirect the rehabilitation process towards a successful conclusion. The percentage of 
team meetings has climbed over the past few years to where they presently occur in nearly 
thirty-three per cent (33%) of those cases referred to insurers and self-insurers for 
vocational rehabilitation. 
The Director hears, on behalf of the Commissioner, all appeals relating to determinations of 
suitability. The Director, on behalf of OEVR, issues consents to lump sum settlement in 
cases where the employee has been deemed suitable for vocational rehabilitation services 
but has not completed an approved program or returned to continuous employment for a 
period of six (6) or more months . The Director also issues decisions relating to requests to 
reduce employee's weekly compensation by fifteen per cent (15%) for refusal to participate 
in vocational rehabilitation. In fiscal year ' 96, fifty per cent (50%) of such requests were 
authorized. 
Fiscal year' 96 finally saw a reversal of a trend exhibited over the past five year in respect 
to decreasing numbers of vocational rehabilitation referrals to OEVR. The slight ri se in 
referrals experienced in FY'96 may have resulted from a renewed effort to require referrals 
in all cases where vocational rehabilitation services have been provided to injured employees 
who were not returning to their pre-injury employer in a comparable position. 
This trend may also result from an enhanced effort by OEVR personnel to extract 
appropriate referrals from the agency's data base. 
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f tho . e a ' s r fi rr d t OE\ 'R in fi. al y ar '96, event~'-rUne p r nt (7 00) r ulted in 
a mandatory me ting for a determination of . uitabilit , Ii r vocati nal rehabilitation 
s l\'i ~, The th r tw nty-one per cent (21 °0) ,yer screened ut for reas n that include 
the non- stabli hment of liability or that the employee was n t on omp nation e\'ente n 
per nt (1700) of tho a e. creened w re provided iufomlational m eling by OEYR 
per onn I in rder to render further iuformational a si tance to th s who w re not 
pr ently uitabl for \ 'ocational rehabilitation benefit 
Of tho e injured worker een for a mandatory meting, forty-fi\ ' per cent (45° 0) \\el C 
referred to the in urer/ elf-in urer with a request to initiate \ '0 ational rehabilitation S l\'ic 
ty an OE\"R appr \ 'ed provider. The ther were not referred either becau e no habillty 
had been establi hed , the employee wa. not on weekly comp nation, had been relea ed by 
the ph)' ician to return to work, did not ha\'e ignificant functional limitati ns , wa too 
. everely disabled , or where it v,'a otherv..·i e determined that the pro\'j ion f rea onable and 
nece. ar)' vocational rehabilitation el\'ice were not fea ible. 
Of those cases referred by OEVR to insurer for vocational rehabilitation el\ 'lces. ixt\,-
one per cent (61%) had IWRPs appro\'ed by OEVR resulting in fifty per cent (: 000) 
uccessfully returning to work. Approximately nineteen per cent (1 90 0 ) of tho e injured 
worker who ucce sfuIIy returned to employment following completion of \'ocational 
rehabilitation returned to work with tbe same employer O\'erall , approximately thirt '-three 
per cent (33%) of those completing vocational rehabilitation received retraining The e 
stati tics may continue to be affected in the future by tate and federal laws empha izing 
return to work with the former employer and with increased impetus for reasonable 
accommodation/job modification under the Americans \"./ith Disabilities Act. 
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OFFICE OF EDUCATION AND VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION 
Success Rate 
Referrals CYc, of Return to 
Referrals Mandatory/Inform. to Insurer IWRP Return Work after plan 
FY to OEVR Meeting§. for VR approved to work development) 
90 6,893* 2,810 1,778 930 376 40'y', 
91 6,328* 2,887 I ,8J 7 952 493 51o/c, 
92 6,014 3,367 2,106 1,010 583 58o/c) 
-..J 
I.D 93 4,494 3,882 2,253 1,078 554 51 'Yc, 
94 3,756 3,190 1,706 948 470 50°!., 
95 3,219 2,833 1,370 811 391 48(Yc) 
96 3,347 2,653/119 1,185 727 364 5WYo 
"'estimated from available records 
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Prepared : June 1997 
HEALTH CARE 
INITIATIVES 
Defining Good Treatment 
81 
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HIGHLIGHTS FY'96 
• OHP oversees utilization review and quality asse sment program 
and the current 53 approved UR agents; 
• OHP awards contract for the design of the \Vorker ' Compen ation 
l\1edical Utilization Tracking and Trending System ("l\1VTTS") to 
the Center for Health Economics Research (" CHER") of \Valtham, 
l\1A; 
• OHP undertakes Quality Assurance Audit of all approved UR agent 
applications; 
• OHP maintains a system for fielding, responding to , and tracking 
UR program complaints; 
• OHP creates an Industry Liaison Committee ("ILC") to work 
cooperatively with the Department to identify industry concerns and 
electronic data transmission issues in regard to MUTTS reporting; 
• OHP continues development of reimbursement methodology manual ; 
• OHP 50 State Survey of Workers' Compensation Statutes and 
Regulations published by Faulkner and Gray; 
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• 
OFFICE OF HEALTH POLICY 
The Commissioner created an Office of Health Policy (OHP) in FY94 to addre sand 
oversee the health care reforms required in the worker' compensation y tern , including 
the implementation and enforcement of the DIA's Utilization Review and Quality 
As essment Program promulgated July 1, 1993 . OHP al 0 liai e v;ith, and pro\'ide. 
upport to, the Health Care Services Board (HC B) and the Medical on. ultant 
Consortium (MCC) . In addition, the Office of Health Policy monitor state and national 
legislation. develops policy for implementation of the medical reform , pro\'ide statewide 
educational programs on the reforms, and undertakes such other health policy initiatives a 
the Commissioner shall direct. 
Since the implementation of the 1991 workers' compen ation reform, OHP has been 
defining and refining its various functions . OHP is currently comprised of everal internal 
functions, which are devoted to the following: 
• overseeing the utilization review program and the 53 approved TJR agents, re\'iewing 
new applications, and developing educational materials regarding the program; 
• MUTTS development, including database creation and maintenance: 
• recei\'ing and responding to complaints regarding the UR program; 
• investigating preferred provider arrangement (PPA) compliance with 4 -2 Ctv1R 6.00 , 
• researching nationwide workers ' compensation laws regarding medical cost 
containment and monitoring MA legislation relative to medical reforms; 
• development of a reimbursement methodology, including a Request for 
Reimbursement Medical Audit Manual for all providers and workers' compensation 
. . 
Insurance earners 
Accomplishments of the Office of Health Policy in FY96 include: conducting a Qualit ' 
Assurance audit of all approved UR agent applications; awarding of the contract for the 
design of the Medical Utilization Tracking and Trending System (MUTTS) to the Center 
for Health Economics and Research ("CHER"); creating an Industry Liaison Committee 
("ILC") to work cooperatively with the Department re: MUTTS implementation; 
participation by various staff members in professional conferences across the country, 
developing an insurer database to monitor compliance with the UR program and MUTTS ; 
publication of ILC ewsletter. 
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HEALTH CARE 
SERVICE BOARD 
Quality Medical Care 
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HIGHLIGHTS FY '96 
• New 1\1embers Appointed, Representatives of Employee and General 
Public Chosen 
• Treatment Guidelines, Sub-Committees Work on Both New and Reyi ed 
Guidelines 
• Provider Complaints, Process Refined # Resolutions Growin a Databa e 
Working 
• Impartial Physician Criteria, §§ 8(4) and 11A Criteria Established 
Application and Maintenance Reviewed 
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Health Care Services Board 
Pursuant to M G.L. c.] 52 § 13 , the Health Care Services Board (the HCSB) i a medical 
ad\Oisory body of ] 3 members defined by the statute and appointed by the Commissioner 
During FY96, Commissioner Campbell appointed two new members to the Board to represent 
Employees and the General Public. The HCSB managed its FY96 affair with a departmental 
representative and ex-officio Chair also appointed by the Cornmi sioner together with 
con ulting counsel and administrative staff More complaints against medical provider were 
reviewed and investigated, eligibility criteria for the appointment of ph:-'sicians to the ... 8( 4) 
and ] 1 A impartial rosters were further refined, and development continued on medical 
treatment guidelines for the appropriate and necessary care of ill and injured workers 
throughout the Commonwealth. 
In FY96, the HCSB established a ] 2-month schedule for meetings of the full Board, \\ hil e 
its all-volunteer sub-committees maintained busy schedules of separate monthly meeting of 
their own throughout the year. Beyond the virtually continuous process of calling and 
managing meetings "mutually convenient" to more than 100 member- profes ionals, HCSB 
administrative staff concentrated on further organization of the Board's office and affairs In 
FY96, from files to furnishings , all HCSB materials were collected and organized, its 
complaint database and confidential files were further refined, and all Board-related activity 
was finall y centralized from one location. 
A. Treatment Guidelines 
Under §30 of Chapter 152, the Commissioner is required to ensure that adequate and 
reasonable health care services are provided to injured workers by utilizing medical treatment 
guidelines endorsed by the Health Care Services Board . The original twenty-five (25) 
treatment guidelines endorsed in FY94 were again endorsed in FY96 for continued use 
throughout the Commonwealth. In addition, HCSB guideline subcommittees worked on the 
creation three new guidelines and the revision of four existing ones. 
Guidelines in progress or under review during FY96 included Chronic. euromusculo-Skeletal 
Injury, Chronic Pain Syndrome, Occupational Asthma, Carpal Tunnel Syndrome, Carpal 
Tunnel Release, Conservative Outpatient Treatment of Neck and Back (Spinal) Injuries 0 - 6 
Weeks, and Conservative Outpatient Treatment of eck and Back (Spinal) Injuries 7 - 12 
Weeks. Of these, Occupational Asthma was to be the first of the Board ' s treatment guidelines 
dealing with a purely medical work-related condition. Further, by FY96 Board vote, it was 
agreed that the next group of guidelines to be developed/revised after these will address knee 
injuries, with a shoulder injuries group following thereafter. 
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B. Complaint 
PUf-uant t ' 13 of M G L 152, th H B i required to recei and inve tigate omplaiots 
again t medical pro\"ider regarding discriminati n against worker ' c mpensation laimants, 
\'er-utilization of pr edure, unnece sary procedure , or other inappropriat tr atment of 
injured worker . In FY96, the HC B received 10 complaints, out-pro e d ~ 2 mor , and 
re oh'ed 49 Th mplaint proce it elf was fir t outlined, then further refined, foIl wed by 
the e tabli hmeot of a re\"iew r anonymit. sy tem, and th c mplaint database began 
produ ing a \"ariet)' of u eful report . 
In FY96. under direction of oun el, the Board focu ed on impro\'ing it Open Ie ting La\\' 
and Executi\'e es ion procedures. Pro\"ider , complainants, attorney and other began 
appearing to testify on behalf of their respecti\'e interest during th Board ' complaint 
proce s. A a con equence the amount of meeting time per complaint and number of 
complaint per meeting increa ed in FY96. The Board debated holding special, complaint -
only meetings to resolve larger numbers of outstanding complaints at once while speeding the 
processing time of new (incoming) complaints at the arne time. 
C. Impartial Criteria 
Under l1A and 8(4), the HCSB is required to develop eligibilit ' criteria for the enior 
Judge to use in making appointments to the impartial ph)' ician roster . Early in FY96, the 
Board approved a re\"ised set of criteria for both the 8(4) and § 11 A ro ter . Later in the 
year, the Board met with the Senior Judge to discuss the criteria, the maintenance of the 
impartial rosters in general the administrative procedures used in conjunction with the them, 
and the procedures for disposition of physicians already on one of the rosters . Al 0 in FY96. 
the Board pursued development of specific criteria elements for §8( 4) phy ical therapists and 
chiropractors. 
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Impartial 
Physician Program 
Appeals of Conferences 
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1 
94 
• 
HIGHLIGHTS FY'96 
• 531 physicians participating as of close of FY96 . 
• 7651 Impartial physicians exams scheduled in FY95 . 
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IMPi\RTLL\L UNIT 
The Impartial nit was established in 1992 pursuant to M .G.L. c 1 :2, ss 11.J\, (2), 8(4) 
and is responsible for scheduling, monitoring and managing medical examinations. This 
function includes receiving and entering appeals, filing fees , examjnations and refund The 
Impartial Unit's recurring budgetary expenses include depositing fili ng fee , requestIng 
payment to be issued to physicians, requesting refunds of filing fee , supplie and other 
general offices expenses The urnt i headed up by the Impartial 'nit 1anager and a staff 
consisting of two accountant ,one administrative assistant, and seven clerks. 
Employees are examined by an impartial physician who has been creened and placed on 
the Impartial Physician Roster. The physicians on this roster have met the criteria of the 
Health Care Service Board and are approved by the Senior Judge and a Judges' 
subcommittee. The one examination system with a qualified physician expedite timely 
resolutions of cases. An employee will receive benefits and treatment when \,\'arra nted. 
and insurers will no longer pay for extended and unreasonable care 
A resource of up to 603 physicians, representing 36 medical specialties, are a\'ailable to 
examine injured employees. Fiscal year] 995 recorded some 4,72 - exams completed by 
the DIA' s roster of impartial physicians. Fiscal year (FY96) reported a total of 5. T 4 
completed exams, a 20% increase over the previous year. 
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1l\lPARTLI\L PHYSI Ll\N PROGRAM 
1D', nder Contract 203-354 ~54-5 - 1-5 10 531 
P ialties ~6 36 ~ 6 36 
Exam cheduled -,44 7,787 7,6 1 7,65 1 
Exam Completed 3,229 4,804 4,787 5,734 
Refund ---6 3-5 479 432 
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OFFICE OF SAFETY 
Promoting a Safe Workplace 
99 
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• 
HIGHLIGHTS FY'96 
DIA has funded a total of 107 preventhe training programs 
targeting a wide variety of workers and industries within the 
Comm onweal tho 
Our programs haye trained over 32,000 employees/employers. 
Over 95% of the participants rated the program they attended 
as excellent or good. 
Workers' compensation insurers paid $674,740,528 for 
indemnity payments, medical bills and death benefits in calendar 
year 1994. In calendar year 1995, the cost was reduced to 
£590,171,524. 
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OFFICE OF SAFETY 
The Office of Safety provides Occupational Safety and Health Safety and Education 
Training for employees and/or employers of industrie operatmg \vithin the 
Commonwealth and whose entire staff is covered under the Massachu ett Worker ' 
Compensation Law (M.G.L 152) . 
Under the Provisions of tfassachusett General Law, Chapter 23E, section 3, the 
Department of Industrial Accidents (DIA) , Office of Safety is respon ible for 
establishing and supervising programs which entails the education and training of 
employees and employers in the recognition, avoidance, and prevention of unsafe or 
unhealthy working conditions. Responsible for advising employee and employer of 
these issues surrounding the work environment. To fulfill this mandate, the Department 
awards funds to qualified applicants based a competitive selection proce of Request for 
Proposal (RFP) . 
The overall objective of the education and training programs i to reduce work related 
injuries and illnesses by "establishing and supervising programs for data collection on 
workplace injuries, along with; 
A. Identify, evaluate, and control safety and health hazards in the workplace; 
B. Foster activities by employees/employers to prevent workplace accidents, 
injuries, illnesses; 
C. Make employees/employers aware of all federal and state health and safety 
standards, statutes, rules and regulations that apply, including those that 
mandate training and education in the workplace. 
D . Refer employees/employers to the appropriate agency for abatement 
procedures for safety and health related issues. 
E . Target preventive educational programs for specifically identified audiences 
with significant occupational health and/or safety problems. 
F. Encourage awareness and compliance with federal and/or state occupational 
safety and health standards and regulations . 
G. Promote understanding among employee and employer groups of the 
importance of ongoing safety health education and training programs and help 
to begin such efforts. 
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H. n ourag labor/management peration in the area of upati nal . af tv 
and health prev ntion pr gram. 
urag collaboration bet\\' en \ 'ari u. group , rganizati n , edu ational 
r h alth in tituti I1c t deyise innovati\'e pre\'entiye m thod for addressing 
occupational h alth and afety i ue 
Request for Propo al (RFP) process FY 96 
During the pa t even fi cal year, the 1a achu ett Department of Indu . trial . cid nl 
(DIA) ha issued it RFP for the Office of ail ty' . "0 cupati nal ail ty and Health 
Education and Training Program", To date, the Department has funded a lotal of 113 
preventive training programs targeting a wide variety of workers and indu tri within the 
Commonwealth, The e DIA program ha\'e trained o\'er 24,000 people 
The program ha an annual budget of $-+00 000 00 . The Offi e of afet ' publi he RFP 
annually to notify the general public that grant are ayailable. In FY 96, propo als could 
be submitted up to a maximum of $30,000.00. 
In FY 96, 612 announcement letters were mailed to\'arious indu tries throughout the 
Commonwealth. A a re ult of these announcement letters and the adyertisement 
published in the regional newspaper , the Office of afet), ha issued an a\'erage of 225 
RFP 's annually. 
Of the 140 RFP ' s issued, the Department recei e an average of 46 reque t for funding 
(proposals) . Of these approximately 50% receive funding. 
A uniform criteria to competitively evaluate all proposal received is developed by a 
Proposal Selection Committee, appointed by the Commissioner. The Committee 
recommends a list of qualified applicants for funding . Upon approval of tbi list by the 
Commissioner, contracts are awarded. A total of 20 were awarded in FY 9 ~ Over 95 0 0 
of the participants rated the program they attended as excellent or good . 
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Office of Safety 
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Fiscal Year 
I_ Received ~ Funded 1 
Number of RFPs Received 
vs. 
Number of RFPs Funded 
Souree: Dept of Industrial Accidents, Commonwealth of M ... sachusetts 1 05 
Preparod : January, 1991 
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WORKER'S COMPENSATION 
TRUST FUND 
Ensuring that all are covered 
107 
108 
HIGHLIGHTS FY'96 
• Increased Collection Efforts Yield Civil Judgments And Criminal 
Restitution Agreements 
• Second Injury Fund Backlog Cut By 500 Petitions 
• Cola Program Settles 100 Claims 
• Significant Decreases Forecast For FY'97 As A Result Claim 
Management And Defense Strategies In FY'96 
• Shelby Cases 90% Complete, FY'97 Will Be Fina] Year 
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\\'ORKERS COMPENSATION TRUST FUKD 
Created by statute under M .G.L c 1 ~2 §6-, the Workers ' ompen alion Tru I Fund 
administer the compensation program for parties bringing compensation claims under th 
following ectlon 
(a) §34B -- Cost ofLi\'ing Adjustments (COLA) 
(b) §3 SC -- Latency Injury Adjustments 
(c) §37 -- Second Injury Claim 
(d) 30H -- Vocational Rehabilitation 
( e) Approved Claims Against Uninsured Employers 
(f) §26 Fellow Worker Claim 
(g) §37A -- Disabled War Veteran Claims 
Revenue for the Fund is generated by assessments. interest and penalties paid by or 
underwritten by private, public and self-insurers, which are a sessed through quarterl . 
billings and caJculated charges by the DIA. 
The staff of the Trust fund has worked to baJance the need to full fill the tatutory 
obligations against our desire to keep assessments on the employer as low as possible 
Several steps have been taken to reach this cost-effectivene goal in FY95 . 
In the area of defending claims against uninsured employers our efforts have been aimed at 
reducing expenditures and recovering moneys owed by uninsured employers . 
Additional staff bas been added to facilitate the claims management process. The Trust 
Fund has significantly reduced the average length of disability, while also lowering medical 
expenses by review of treatment. 
The Trust Fund continues a rigorous collection effort for reimbursements from uninsured 
employers . 
During FY'96 increased efforts in affirmative civil litigation ' s and criminal prosecutions 
have set a course to realize the largest recoveries in history of the Trust Fund . 
Aggressive claims management has resulted in shorter periods of payment of benefits . 
In the area of 37 Second Injury Cases, giant strides have also been made. The processing 
of claims filed has greatly accelerated , lowering the overall time frame from filing to 
ettlement to just under one year. Furthermore, the management of Second Injury claims 
have saved the employer community over $S ,OOO.OO through aggressive defenses of claims 
filed against the Trust Fund . In FY '96 the Trust Fund resolved approximately 500 Second 
Injury petitions, with total payments in exce of} 12,000 .00 . 
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INSURANCE 
AND 
SELF- INSURANCE 
Ensuring Protection 
for Workers 
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HIGHLIGHTS FY'96 
• PROOF-READING OF 2,000,000 INSURANCE RECORDS 
AND INDEXES MICROFILl\1ED I~ 1994 CO:\TINt:ED I~ 
1996 
• IN FY96, ISSUED A~D RENEWED 223 SELF-INSVRER 
LICENSES 
• SELF-INSURED COl\1PANIES ARE PROVIDING 560,000 
EMPLOYEES WORKERS' COMPENSATION IN 
MASSACHUSETTS 
• IN FY96 THE NUMBER OF LICENSED COlVIPANIES HAS 
REMAINED STABLE AND SLIGHTLY INCREASED TO 762, 
A FAVORABLE REFLECTION OF THE DRAMATIC 
REDUCTION IN WORKERS' COMPENSATION RATES 
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OFFICE OF INSURANCE 
On ovember IS , 1943 , the V. orkers' Compensation Law which was originally enacted in 
1913 became compulsory for all employers. As a result, self-insurance became allowable 
in Massachusetts and the Office of Insurance was created on that same date. The Office i 
headed by the Director of Insurance and staffed with eight people. 
The primary responsibility of the Office of Insurance i to license corporations and their 
ubsidiaries who choose to self-insure their workers' compensation liabilities . Before a 
license is issued, strict financial analysis is performed in order to insure the corporation's 
ability to pay all its' claims. The Office also determines the bond amount and reinsurance 
limits, as required by statute, to pay employee benefits and medical expenses in the event 
the company is unable to pay claims or ceases operations. In FY 1996, there were 223 
corporations covered by licenses issued by this Office. These are the largest, strongest, 
and most solvent corporations doing business in the Commonwealth . If these companies 
were insured, they would generate in the aggregate an estimated $346,000.000 in worker' 
compensation premiums. Together these companies employ approximately 560. 000 
people in Massachusetts. The amount of deposits held as collateral furnished to the State 
Treasurer and collected by the Office each year is in the billions of dollars . 
The Office also serves as a repository for insurance records information which serves as a 
vital reference resource for employees who file claims to receive payment for their 
workers' compensation. Last year the Office continued reviewing a comprehensive 
program of the microfilming of its insurance records of employers in Massachusetts from 
1955 to 1991. This project greatly streamlines and expedites research to determine the 
correct insurance carriers when a compensation claim is filed . The ongoing examination 
of these records in 1996 for the purpose of detecting photographic flaws and errors of 
omission will help guaranty the readability and completeness of individual employer 
insurance coverage records . 
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INVESTIGATIONS 
Ensuring compliance 
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HIGHLIGHT FY'96 
• Investigations unit issued 3,159 Stop 'York Orders in FY 96. 
• The Office of Investigations conducted over 12,000 total inve tigations 10 
FY 96. 
• Fines collected decreased from 5)370,271 in FY 95 to $286,115 in FY 96. 
• Unit completed database integration with Secretary of State's Office in 
4th quarter. Every newly organized for profit corporation in 
Massachusetts now notified by the unit of requirement to obtain workers' 
compensation coverage. 
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OFFICE OF Il"VESTIGATIO~S 
The Office of Investigations is responsible for the investigation of allegation of worker. 
compen ation fraud by employers. Employer fraud can take everal form The most significant 
form is a company operating without mandatory workers compensation in urance 
The mission of the DIA Office of Investigations is the audit of 1assachu ert employer to 
ensure that they are operating with insurance coverage as required under 1GL I -2 , Section 
25A. Companies found to be operating without insurance are issued top \;\,rork Order by the 
unit ' investigators . The businesses are required to remain closed until sufficient e\'idence of 
insurance is presented to the DIA. In addition to the closure, companie are fined at a rate of 
$100.00 per day, which accrues from the date the top Work Order i i sued until the date 
insurance is presented and the fines are paid . 
nit integration with other agencies moved forward with the integration of corporate filing 
information received by the Secretary of State's office on a bi-weekly basis Succe sful oft\\'are 
compatibility eased the successful attainment of the unit ' s goal to notify e\'ery newl. formed for 
profit corporation in Massachusetts of their mandatory responsibilities under the Workers 
Compensation Act. 
The unit continued software developments initiated in FY 94 by making the M -Acce s databa e 
known as I-Spy more compatible with Workers Compensation Rating & Inspection Bureau data 
through ongoing refinements and upgrades The Office could literally track the progress of an 
investigation from initial contact on through the Stop Work Order process all at the press of a 
button. This automation and efficiency, unheard of just a few years ago , shov,;ed the dramatic 
transformation of this long dormant unit. 
Total investigations remained steady at 12,237. Investigation staff were now responsible to 
attend intensive quarterly in-house training sessions. These sessions moved the in estigator ' s 
focus away from being a "process server" and towards development of extensive "white collar" 
investigative skills .. t\.lthough total Stop Work Orders declined from a high of 4,039 in FY 95 to 
3,159 in FY 96, the unit ' s strategies moved towards prevention of uninsured status versus 
intervention and closure of businesses. 
The Office also redirected the energies of the Ch.ief Investigator into the areas of criminal 
prosecution of uninsured businesses. This prosecution is undertaken when the company appears 
to be a chronically uninsured business or a severe uninsured injury has occurred exhibiting willful 
misconduct on the part of the employer . 
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PUBLIC 
INFORMATION 
To Serve and Inform 
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HIGHLIGHTS FY'96 
• Began construction of a department web site, to make 
information about workers' compensation in 1\1assachusett 
available on the internet. Site to include information guides, 
department regulations, and numbered forms that could be 
downloaded. 
• Provided assistance and information to thousands of callers to 
department who needed help navigating the 1\1assachusetts 
workers' compensation system. 
• Provided writing, editing, and presentation assistance to 
department managers. 
• 1\1ailed out thousands of informational guides, forms and other 
written material to 1\lassachusetts citizens in need of assistance. 
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PUBLIC Il\'FORl\IATI01\ OFFICE 
The Public Information office, an element of Administrative Services, i staffed by a Public 
Information Officer III, three Program Coordinator 1's, and a Clerk 1\ 
The responsibilities of the Public Information office are diver e. Their primary duty is to 
provide information and assistance to all interested partie about the Ma sachusetL 
workers' compensation system; the law, the rules, and the policie and procedure of the 
Department of Industrial Accidents The major tool for providing thi s information is a toll-
free phone line, manned by the program coordinators. The) prO\'ide up-to-date 
information to injured workers, employers, attorney , and insurers \\ riting, ed Il lOg, and 
updating informational brochures is another important duty of this unit. The information 
office is responsible for writing and distributing an informational brochure to all injured 
workers, as required by state law. The information unit proyides writing and editing 
assi tance to department managers on other projects. 
The information unit played a major role in the writing and editing of the department's 
required annual report . The unit has incorporated new computer hardVv'are and software 
to improve the internal publication, the DIA NEWS. Other brochure written by the unit 
include an employer ' s guide, a guide to lump sum settlements, \'ariou instruction for 
filling out department forms . The information also liaisons with the regional offices . A 
program coordinator is assigned as a liaison with each office, to help ensure good two-
way communications. The unit is working on putting together a web page, so that 
information about the department will be available on the internet. In addition to 
containing the informational guides that the department publishes, a main resource planned 
for the page is the department ' s numbered forms . These forms will be available 10 a 
format that will allow people to download these forms directly to their printers . 
The personnel in the information unit require a good deal of training. They must possess 
in-depth knowledge of workers' compensation law and all aspects of department functions. 
as \vell as being able to answer general questions regarding the policies and procedures of 
the agency. Each person in the office must develop an in-depth knowledge of one area of 
the agency, and sef\'es as liaison to the manager in that area . 
A question and answer document is maintained and updated by the unit. This provides the 
information unit personnel, regional managers and other departmental personnel with a 
single source document for up-to-date answers to the most frequently asked question 
about the workers ' compensation system. 
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The per nnel in the information unit mu t be aware of the duties and responsibilitie. of all 
d partm nt superyisor , and managers, in rder to a curatel), r lite calls to the prop r 
sure of the xpertise and ad\'i e InD rmati n unit personn I receive ongoing training to 
keep appri ed of any changes in the law and/or department policy r vi i n Training 
range_ from infoffi1al meetings and memo from department manag r , to formal training 
uch a Department of Personnel Admini tration course , Ma sachusetts ontinuing 
Legal Education eminar, and other out ide course and s minar , v,'hen required 
The information unit was one of the fir t in the department to be trained on, and u , 
variou Microsoft word proces ing and de k1:op publi hing oftware, The unit ha 
produced se\'eral publication using this software, including : 
The DL.\ ~E\VS - an employee newsletter 
YOUR GUIDE TO \\'ORKERS' COl\1PENSATION -- injured worker ' guide 
EMPLOYERS' GUIDE TO WORKERS' COMPEl'ISATION 
Master copies of new forms 
General correspondence 
Generation of graphics for print and video projects 
Multi-media presentation 
Input for DIA annual report 
Other projects as assigned 
The Clerk IV fills the ' switchboard operator ' position, routing call internally , Mo t 
incoming calls are automatically routed, The switchboard gets calls from people who do 
not know the extension they need, or who do not have push-button phones. They al 0 get 
a limited number of calls that come to the switchboard if a particular e>.1:en ion i bu y . 
The operator answers the TDD-line for the hearing-impaired, and troubleshoots problem 
with the phone system. The operator also helps with the bulk mailing of the employee 
guide, to a mailing list compiled from in-coming Form 101 s, as required under M G L. 
152, and is assigned various other tasks by the administrative services manager. 
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DISPUTE 
RESOLUTION 
Swift and Just Resolution 
139 
140 
HIGHLIGHTS FY'96 
• Waiting time to see a judge at conference decreased from 2.8 
months in FY'95 to 2.65 months during FY'96. 
• The time associated with cases awaiting a hearing date 
remained consistent with FY'95 averaging 2.3 months during 
F) '96. 
• There continued to be no conference or hearing backlogs 
excepting normal scheduling queue awaiting assignment to 
judges' conferencesihearing cycles during FY'96. 
• The time associated with rendering a hearing decision from the 
filing of the appeal decreased during FY'96 to 178 days from 
214 days during FY'95. The average time to file a decision 
from assignment of hearing to a judge was 104 days during 
FY'96, a decrease of two weeks from 118 days in reported for 
FY'95. 
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DI' ISION OF DISPUTE RESOLUTIO]\ 
The Department ' adjudicatory affairs are conducted by the Division of Dispute 
Re olution. The division is divided into five units' the Indu trial Accident Board, the 
Re\'iewing Board, Conciliation, Operations and the Impartial nit The primary 
responsibility of the Division is to resolve disputed cases. The Industrial Accident Board 
is comprised of up to 30 Administrative Judges v>,ho adjudicat di puted ca e from an 
initial Conference to a final Hearing. The Reviewing Board . comprised of six 
Administrative Law Judge , functions as the appellate body of the DlA Thi Board 
handles appeals of decision made by Administrative Judges The operational function 
within the Division of Dispute Resolution is comprised of four component Judicial 
Support, Docketing Scheduling and Hearing Stenographers. The e units are staffed by 
approximately 80 employees each providing support to the Judge 
THE CONCILIATION UNIT 
The Conciliation Unit conducts the first proceeding on all contested claim, repre enting 
roughly 30.000 cases per year. The Unit was formed in 1986, and enhanced by the 1991 
reforms . At Conciliation an informal attempt is made by a Conciliator to re oke the is ue 
in Dispute. If an agreement is not reached the dispute may be forwarded to a Conference 
before an Administrative Judge. The Unit has consistently resolved approximately 50% of 
all cases filed . The Unit has met its statutory time frame by scheduling conciliations within 
12 days of receiving a claim or complaint, and there has never been a backlog at 
Conciliation. The 1991 Reform made the Conciliation Unit a part of the Division of 
Dispute Resolution, granted authority to review Lump Sum Agreements and appro\'e 
them as complete, and eA"tended the Conciliator 's authority to withdraw cases where 
certain filing requirements have not been met. 
THE INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENT BOARD 
The 1991 Reform Act brought many changes to the Dispute Resolution process, including 
the creation of a Senior Judge position, six additional Administrative Judges, two 
additional Administrative Law Judges as well as an Impartial Medical Unit. The chronic 
existence of a large case backlog has long been one of the most serious, expensi\'e and 
widely discussed problems of the Workers ' Compensation System in Massachusetts . In the 
past, backlogs had been temporarily reduced, but any reductions proved to be short lived 
as some Conferences were scheduled but no provisions were made for the resulting 
appeals to Hearings. 
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THE INDlJ TRIAL A IDENT BOARD 
While th 1991 legi lati n had pr vided a temporary increa e in the number f Judge , 
what al 0 wa needed wa an admini trative and heduling sy tern t coordinate and 
compl ment the additional per onnel and revi .ed tatue to en ure the expediti u , 
re olution of di puted claims The plan implemented wa_ created to not nly addr the 
sizable Conference backlog, but th objectiv wa de igned to accomm date mO\'ing the 
appealed case from one queue(Conference) to another (Hearing) The number of ca es 
awaiting a Hearing dat had ri en dran1atically and needed to be addre ed. thu th 
Judges schedules were modified to a commodate thi increa_e 
FY9~ saw approximately- 6700 of the ca ch dul d for onD r nc re oh'ed 
Approximately 16.100 case v;ere scheduled for Conference with 10, 47 f tho e a e 
ettled . A for Hearing . 9,076 were cheduled and 6.1"''''' wer resoh'ed during FY95 
The number of ca e scheduled for Conferen e during FY96 amounted to 14,059 Of 
those cases 9 ,615 or 68~0 were re olved . In term of hearings, 7.657 ca e cheduled and 
6 808 resolved for FY96 . 
IMPARTIAL UNIT 
The Impartial Unit was e tabli hed in 1992 pur uant to 1 G L c.152. ss II A. (2) , (4) 
and is responsible for scheduling, monitoring and managing medical examination Thi 
function includes receiving and entering appeals, filing fees, examination and refunds . The 
Impartial Unit's recurring budgetary expen e include depositing filing fees, reque ting 
pa ment to be issued to physicians requesting refunds of filing fees , supplies and other 
general offices expenses . The unit is headed up by the Impartial nit Manager and a taff 
consisting of two accountants ,one administrative assistant, and seven clerks. 
Employees are examined by an impartial physician who has been screened and placed on 
the Impartial Ph), ician Ro ter. The physicians on th.is roster have met the criteria of the 
Health Care eryice Board and are approved by the enior Judge and a Judges ' 
ubcommittee. The one examination system v,:ith a qualified phy ician expedites timely 
resolutions of cases . An employee will recei\ 'e benefits and treatment when warranted . 
and insurers will no longer pay for extended and unreasonable care. 
A resource of 500 to 600 physicians, representing 36 medical specialtie . are available to 
examine injured employees. Fiscal year 1995 recorded some 4 725 exams completed b ' 
the DIA s roster of impartial physicians. Fiscal year (FY96) reported a total of ~ ,T 4 
completed exams. a 20% increase over the pre\'ious year. 
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THE REVIEV\'ING BOARD 
AJthough the reduction in the Conference and Hearing queue ' _ brought more expeditiou 
resolution of matters for parties appearing before the Industrial Accident Board, it al 0 
resulted in an increase in the number of appeals being filed with the Re\'iewing Board 
Currently. appeal are being filed at a rate of ro annually The enior Judge and the 
Reviewing Board developed new and more efficient methods for expeditiou processing 
of appeals . One such development has been the Pre-Transcript Conference. The partie 
are brought in to narrow the issues andlor determine alternative resolution . In July J 994, 
the Senior Judge initiated a new ca e assignment system for the Reviewing Board, two 
panels were named to serve for an extended period and each month each panel is a igned 
up to 36 appeals to accommodate new filings as well as to continually reduce the 
inventory of appeals . 
In addition to the appeals, the Reviewing Board continues to conduct Lump Sum 
Conferences, s.46A petitions and to hear motions for expedited Conferences. While the 
Reviewing Board filed 141 decision , submitted 187 Summary Affirmation and approved 
3,340 Lump Sum settlements during FY95 , FY96 reported an increase in each of these 
categories . The Reviewing Board filed 227 decisions, submitted 246 ummary 
.A.ffirmations and approved 3,626 Lump Sum settlements during FY96 
THE OPERATIONS UNIT 
Employees within the Operations Unit implement and administer a number of different 
functions designed to augment and complement the DIA's statutory adjudicatory mandate . 
While the Employees, Supervisors, and Mangers primarily interface with the Judges, they 
also regularly interact with the Impartial Medical Unit , Conciliation Unit , and various units 
withi n the Division of Administration and parties who have matters before the Division of 
Dispute Resolution. 
The Scheduling unit is responsible for maintaining the schedules of Administrative Judge 
and Administrative Law Judges (Lump Sum Conferences only) calendars, the distribution 
of Board files and processing rescheduling requests . 
The Judicial Support Unit consists of Administrative Secretaries and Principal Clerks and 
provides administrative support to all of the Admini strative Judges and Administrative 
Law Judges . 
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THE OPER<\ TION CNIT 
Th D cketing Unit handl s a ll c mputer . ),st m chang for the Judg . as well as any 
sp cialized heduling . 
The Hearing tenographer nit is re ponsible for taking \ 'erbatim te timon)' at Hearing 
c nducted by Administrative Judge and providing completed transcript t Judge , the 
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SUMMARY 
DIA 1996 ANNUAL REPORT 
THE DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS 
Dispute Resolution 
CONFERENCE BACKLOG NEAR 10,000 PRIOR TO GOVERNOR'S WORKERS ' COMPo REFORM ACT 
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Summary 
DIA 1996 Annual Report 
THE DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS 
Investigations for ompliance 
... WE EsnMATE THAT A LARGE PART OF THE NEW PREMIUM THAT CAME INTO 
THE (ASSIGNED RISK) POOL IN 1993 RESULTED FROM THE INCREASED 
ENFORCEMENT ACTIVITY AND THE NEWLY IMPLEMENTED MONITORING 
PROCESS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS. 
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Summary 
DIA 1996 Annual Report 
THE DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS 
WORKERS' COMPENSATION CLAIMS FILED 
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